Message from the President

Remaining Relevant!

I have more students this semester than I have ever had in 26 years of teaching graphics. A good problem for sure, but one laced with pitfalls of careful time and resource management along with endless hours of preparation and grading. At this point in the semester, it seems less about inspiration and more about perspiration.

Writing this letter, I am looking forward to the end of the first semester (as I am certain you are as well) and a much needed, although short, respite from the seemingly endless demands of teaching. There is such promise in those precious weeks before the new semester; The promise of family and friends, of travel, of rest and relaxation, of a good book, of hobbies untouched for months and the promise of the coming semester filled with new adventures.

Looking back to my first letter to our members, I received some feedback from a fellow member who feels that GCEA has little to offer new members and is, perhaps, irrelevant. I have to say that these comments got my attention. For those of us who have been long time members and involved at all levels in the leadership of our organization, GCEA is a touchstone, it is family and it is precious. However, there is always room for improvement and I know this board is committed to making changes for the betterment and the longevity of the association.

The Project Exchange used to be a huge part of IGAEA/GCEA conferences. Hundreds of copies of dozens of projects provided by annual conference attendees were collated and distributed to the participating members. Projects were judged and prizes were given for outstanding submissions. All new members received a bundle of projects as well as a directory, VCJ, Communicator, pin and a certificate as part of their new member welcome package. As the material moved from hard copies to digital format and curriculum became more readily available online, submissions to the Project Exchange waned. One of the goals of my Presidency is to repurpose the Project Exchange into a viable, collaborative and useful repository of information.

As educators, we are the guardians and disseminators of knowledge. As our budgets dwindle, we are pushed to cut costs and use free resources wherever possible. With the advent of the internet and specifically Google, the concept of free, re-purposed and collaborative sharing of information has quickly gained ground in the education community in the form of Open Education Resources (OER). With OER, any educational material can be shared as long as the creator of the content gives permission. The material can then be rewritten, improved, updated or expanded as long as the end user does not profit from it. Because of the interactive nature of OER it is a great tool for collaboration.

President’s letter continued on the next page.
OER is also used to create repositories of specific types of information and, at this moment, there is no repository dedicated to the graphic arts. This is a tremendous opportunity for our association to be on the cutting edge and become the face of Graphics OER. GCEA could potentially become the largest resource of graphic OER in the U. S. Much of the content could be offered free to the public leading like-minded individuals to our association website and giving us new opportunities for members. We can become collectors, not just creators of content. OER would allow us to interact with other creators of graphics specific content in academia or industry to archive and preserve relevant knowledge in one place. Since current as well as historical material can be archived, all members, retired and active, could have a stake in preserving knowledge and practices for generations to come.

I personally believe that this is an important investment for GCEA at this time. Rion Huffman has graciously agreed to take the lead in directing this move. Please read the article he has prepared which explains OER in much greater detail. If you would like to assist in this process, please contact Rion or myself.

Have an awesome spring semester!

Sincerely,

Lexa Browning-Needham, GCEA President

---

Open Educational Resources and Project Exchange:

**Rion Huffman** – Associate Professor
Graphics and Imaging Technology, Pittsburg State University

Project Exchange, the educational resource sharing tool hosted by GCEA has a lot of potential to bring in a new crowd to the organization. To understand the possibilities and how to best utilize them, an understanding of Open Educational Resources is needed.

**What are Open Educational Resources?**

Open Education Resources or OER’s are freely accessible, openly licensed text, media and other digital assets that are useful for teaching, learning and assessing as well as for research purposes. OER’s have the potential to save students and taxpayers money, and increase flexibility and and adaptability for educators in the classroom.

OER’s are not new in the graphic communications classroom. Many educators have been using them for years. Because many traditional graphics classrooms rely heavily on hands-on learning techniques, many lessons are taught by experienced instructors demonstrating techniques to the students. Instructors use their prior knowledge from their studies and experiences in industry to create their lectures, slides, demonstrations, assignments and tests. When an instructor creates these resources, they have the option to make them openly available.

**What makes a resource open?**

Inherently all resources are not open, that is to say that they are protected by copyright. At the moment of creation copyright protects almost all resources in the United States. The moment a picture is taken, for instance, it is the copyright protected property of the photographer, without any filing with the U.S. Government. Therefore if an instructor creates a learning resource such as a PowerPoint® presentation, it is protected by copyright, whether that instructor wants that protection or not. In order for a resource to be considered open, that resource must conform to the “5-R” Permissions1.
1. Retain - the right to make, own and control copies of the content
2. Reuse - the right to use the content in a wide range of ways
3. Revise - the right to adapt, adjust or modify the content
4. Remix - the right to combine the original or revised content
   with other material to create something new
5. Redistribute - the right to share copies of the content with others

Licensing Open Content

The “5-R” permissions describe the attributes of a resource that is truly open. Once a resource meets those requirements, it must be openly licensed. The most common form of openly licensing OER is to use a Creative Commons (CC) license. CC licenses describe how a resource can or cannot be used by others. They allow creators to define how they want their work used, and they allow users to understand how they can utilize those resources. An exhaustive piece could be written only on these licenses, for more information visit creativecommons.org.

Why does it matter to GCEA?

GCEA created Project Exchange as a way for graphic communications educators to help one another. There is an understanding that we are at our best when we learn from each other and collaborate. Project Exchange, at its roots is based on the idea of OER, but our efforts need to be strengthened behind it and open it to a new market. Educators all over the planet currently use OER in their classroom, and they obtain those OER’s from a variety of repositories. As of now, there are no dedicated graphic repositories though. What if GCEA were able to transform Project Exchange into a graphic OER repository open to the public? Would the GCEA website see more traffic? Would the repository be successful? Would GCEA gain members from the endeavor?

It’s hard to answer these questions with certainty, but there is a potential opportunity to make a meaningful impact in the graphic communications OER area. In this age of rapidly evolving technology, it is beneficial to make every attempt to stay ahead of the curve. Revamping Project Exchange to benefit all graphic communications educators, not just GCEA members, might be just the vehicle to push GCEA ahead in the future.

Position Announcement

University of Houston -

The Digital Media program in the Information and Logistics Technology Department at the University of Houston is seeking applicants for a full-time, nine-month academic year, tenure-track position at the associate or full professor rank depending on qualifications. The anticipated start date of the position is September 1, 2019.

Candidates must have earned a terminal degree (doctorate or MFA) in an area of study related to the Digital Media Program (see Description above). Candidates must possess outstanding academic credentials that clearly demonstrate the ability to conduct independent and successful research as well as teach courses in digital media. Candidates must have excellent communication skills with a commitment to engage in high quality undergraduate and graduate education.

The University of Houston is a Tier One Research University; thus, UH is looking for an outstanding candidate who will conduct research and contribute to a nationally competitive externally-funded research program at the University of Houston.

The successful candidate will have the background to move laterally into an associate- or full-professor position, be able to meet the requirements for tenure at the University of Houston, have a passion for teaching and mentoring students, and be committed to student success.

For complete information on this opportunity and how to apply for the position, please visit:

http://www.uh.edu/tech/digitalmedia/about/teaching-positions/

Other News

Dear Members,

Several times this fall our board emails have been used in attempted scams. Emails that appear to come from me or another board member are being sent, usually to regional VPs or other board members, asking for large purchases of gift cards, or similar items. Please know that we would never request such a purchase and, if you receive an email like this, report it and then delete it.

Thank you for your vigilance,

Lexa

HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM GCEA. PLEASE REMEMBER TO RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP BY VISITING: gceaonline.org/membership/educational-member-registration/
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